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Why we need new thinking: a daunting set of problems
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Swing-state-dominated campaigns – Presidential campaigns ignore all but a handful of unrepresentative swing states. 
Presidential policies favor swing states.  Voters hardly matter in the rest of the country.

Inverted winner – The candidate with the most popular votes doesn’t always win in the Electoral College.

Spoiler - Voting for an independent or 3rd party candidate can help a voter’s least preferred candidate win.

Wasted votes – In 48 states a vote for a candidate who is not the winner in the state is not reflected in the electoral college.

Unequal votes – Voters in small states have more weight than voters in large states.

“Thrown to the House” - The contingency election for no majority in the Electoral College, with one vote per state in the 
House, can lead to undemocratic outcomes. The requirement for majority can create gridlock, or the election of a vice-presidential 
candidate as president, via “Thrown to the Senate.”

“3rd wheel” - The only likely path for an independent or 3rd party candidate is via a plurality victory in the Electoral College, 
which is not allowed.  Alternative candidates are very unlikely to win in a Thrown-to-the-House election. This dynamic deters good 
candidates and inhibits party evolution.

Dispute resolution – The “safe harbor” provision gives states only 35 days after the election to resolve disputes and recounts; as 
Florida 2000 demonstrated, this is too little time.  Other provisions of the Electoral Count Act leave open the possibility of 
conflicting slates of electors fought over politically in Congress.
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Why we need new thinking: leading solutions are flawed

The NPV Compact:
• Politically very volatile and not a permanent 

solution. (Since states can leave the Compact.)
• Daunting path to approval in purple states, 

Congress, and the Supreme Court.
• Combining votes cast under different state laws is 

problematic.

Maine/Nebraska allocation of electors by district:
• Injects gerrymandering into presidential elections. 
• Doesn’t fix the 2nd place winner problem (Trump 

would have won in 2016 under this system.)
• Most districts are not competitive so doesn’t create a 

national campaign.

Support for Presidential Election By 
National Popular Vote
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Developing a new approach

Some inputs: 
1. Lodge-Gossett Amendment of 1950 -- called for proportional allocation of electoral votes 

calculated in fractions, passed by the Senate by 64-27.

2. The concerns of the 65% of Republicans opposed to a popular vote: 
• Keep constitutional allocation of electoral votes 
• Keep elections state-based

3.     Winner-take-all is a much bigger problem than small states having more weight and is easier 
to solve.
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Top Two Proportional Allocation

• The two candidates with the most votes are awarded the state’s electoral votes proportionally. 
• The proportional calculation is carried out to the right of the decimal point. 
• Not rounding to whole numbers creates the incentive to campaign in every state.

Example: Massachusetts, 11 electoral votes

Dem Candidate: 60% GOP Candidate: 30% Others: 
10%

Democrat candidate: 7.33
electoral votes*

Republican candidate: 3.67* 
electoral votes*

Hypothetical Popular Vote:

Resulting Electoral Votes:

*11 x .60%/(60%+30%)=7.33 *11 x .30%/(60%+30%)= 3.67
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Electors and Contingency Election

Electors:
• No change to how many electoral votes per state.
• Human Electors are replaced with electoral votes that can be expressed in decimal form

Contingency options (if no candidate wins a majority of electoral votes). In 
order of preference: 

1. Allow a plurality winner (only path to a viable chance for a strong 3rd party or independent candidate)

2. Runoff election

3. Keep contingency election in Congress, but change one-vote-per-state in the House to one-vote-per-

member-of-Congress



Every State Matters
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Proportional allocation makes valuable votes available in every state. 
Examples:

2016 electoral votes: Clinton: 55
Trump: 0

Trump: 38
Clinton: 0

Trump: 6
Clinton: 0

Clinton: 3
Trump: 0

Trump: 3
Clinton: 0

Using top-2 proportional: Clinton: 36.4
Trump: 18.6

Trump: 20.8
Clinton: 17.2

Trump: 3.9
Clinton: 2.1

Clinton: 1.9
Trump: 1.1

Trump: 2.2
Clinton: .8

2016 campaign events: 1 1 0 0 0

Votes needed to swing .5 
of an electoral vote: 68,766 64,382 50,732 26,090 21,942

CA TX AR VT WY



What does not happen with Top-Two Proportional:
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CA TX AR VT WY

• No state gives all its electoral votes to the candidate who did not win in the 
state. 

• Other states are not impacted by an individual state’s election laws (as happens 
with a national popular vote).
• Votes from states with different election laws are not added together.
• A California decision to give 16-year olds the vote does not change CA’s relative weight in electing the 

president.

• A state cannot disrupt the system for the next election by withdrawing from the 
compact. 



Fixing the “spoiler” problem; Adding in RCV
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• Proportional allocation significantly reduces the impact of a “spoiler candidate.”

• Spoiler risk can be further reduced by individual states adopting ranked choice voting (RCV).

• RCV integrates easily state by state.

Georgia 1992 Bill Clinton George Bush Ross Perot

Share of popular vote: 43.47% 42.88% 13.34%

Winner-take-all result: 13 electoral 
votes

0 electoral 
votes

Top-2 proportional result: 6.54 electoral
votes

6.46 electoral 
votes



A 2nd place winner becomes highly unlikely
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Year Candidate % of popular 
vote

Actual Electoral 
College results

Results w top-2 
proportional

2016
Trump 46.1% 306 265.6

Clinton 48.2% 232 272.4

1

1

Year Candidate % of popular 
vote

Actual Electoral 
College results

Results w top-2 
proportional

Top-2 Proportional + 
RCV in CA & NY

2000
Bush 47.9% 271 269.2 268.6

Gore 48.4% 267 268.8 269.4

Gore wins in a 2000 scenario 
with RCV incorporated in only 

2 states.

Year Candidate % of popular 
vote

Actual Electoral 
College results

Results w top-2 
proportional

1888
Harrison 47.8% 233 191.8

Cleveland 48.6% 168 209.2

Year Candidate % of popular 
vote

Actual Electoral 
College results

Results w top-2 
proportional

1876
Hayes 47.9% 185 179.3

Tilden 50.9% 184 189.7



What about small states, and making votes equal? 
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The smallest states are now closely 
balanced politically.

Votes are not equal between small states 
and large. But currently, votes are nearly 

equal between red states and blue.

The 16 states with 3, 4, or 5 electoral votes:

8 blue 30 electoral votes

8 red 29 electoral votes

Impact on the Electoral College of a voter in:

the smallest state (WY) .00068%

the largest state (CA) .00018%

blue states .000217%

red states .000226%

States categorized as red or blue if they voted for the Republican or Democratic candidate in both of the last two presidential elections. Impact on the 
Electoral College calculated as 2017 Citizen Voting Age Population / Electoral Votes.

Takeaway:
Ending winner-take-all is worth pursuing even if we don’t make every 
vote equal.



Winner-take-all is the problem, not small states
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2016 Election Trump Clinton

Small states won 8 8

Margin of victory, weighted 
average across all states 12.8% 19.6%

President Trump did not win despite losing the popular vote because of 
small states.

He won because of smaller margins of victory across 56 winner-take-all 
elections.



Something for Everyone 
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Republicans:
• Gain campaign attention to neglected red states 
• Keep small state electoral advantage
• Keep state-based elections
• Take the NPV Compact off the table

Democrats:
• Significantly reduce risk of inverted winner
• Gain results more reflective of national 

preferences 
• More permanent solution than NPV
• Gain campaign attention to neglected blue states  

Top-two proportional has something for everyone to like: 

Small states:
• Keep the same electoral college impact 
• gain attention from campaigns and presidents

Large states: 
• Become important in presidential campaigns

Democracy Advocates
• Fix all problems with the system except making 

every vote equal
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Politicians want their states to be relevant to 
presidential campaigns

“The presidential candidates, and the elected President, simply didn’t care about the voters 
that my colleagues and I represented.”
- Ray Haynes, former State Senator (R) California; former Majority Whip; Former Chair of ALEC

“With the battleground states, those votes matter, and everyone else is taken for granted.“
- Jeremy Peterson, State Representative (R) Utah

“Make every state just as relevant as they should be, as opposed to just a handful of 
battleground states."
- Rob Johnson, State Senator (R) Oklahoma

“We are now totally irrelevant. And going back for at least four presidential elections, we've 
been irrelevant."
- Brian Nestande, former Assemblyman (R) California
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State Reform Overall 
% Yes 

% Yes in counties 
Trump won by >25 pts

“Trump Counties”
Won

Colorado Independent redistricting 71% 69% 32 of 34

Ohio Independent redistricting 75% 69% 68 of 68

Michigan Automatic voter registration, no excuse 
absentee voting, election  day registration 67% 58% 47 of 50

Missouri Redistricting, lobbying reform, campaign 
finance reform 62% 57% 75 of 109

Florida Voting rights for felons 65% 56% 38 of 44

Michigan Independent redistricting 61% 52% 34 of 50

Maryland Election day registration 67% 50% 9 of 13

Total across all 12 states with reform ballot initiatives: 66% 56% 63%

Evidence that bipartisan support is possible

Source: Election Reformers Network

The Vote for Reform in “Trump Counties,” 2018



For more information:
www.electionreformers.org
info@electionreformers.org
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About Election Reformers Network
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Note: The logos of Democracy International, National Democratic Institute, The Carter Center, International Republican Institute, and International Foundation for Electoral Systems are displayed 
here because members of Election Reformers Network gained election experience at these organizations. All Election Reformers Network members participate on a personal basis only.

Founded in 2017 by bipartisan international democracy 
veterans with extensive election experience overseas 
and in the U.S.

� Hundreds of election process in 70 countries over 30 years

� U.S. background of successful ballot initiative, 
constitutional amendment, and legislative campaigns

� Supporting or leading on key reforms:
§ Presidential election reform
§ Mitigating secretary of state conflict of interest 
§ Ranked choice voting
§ Anti-gerrymandering
§ Fair representation act



The Path of the NPV Compact
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States that have approved National Popular Vote
States Status Cooks Partisan Index* Electoral Votes Cumulative Total

MD, NJ, IL, HI, WA, MA, DC, 
VT, CA, RI, NY 

Approved 2007- 2014 Average -11.2** 165 165

CT, CO, DE, NM, OR Approved in 2018  &  2019 Average -4 31 196

Possible States Ahead
State(s) Status Cooks Partisan Index* Electoral Votes Cumulative Total

MN, MI, VA, ME, NV
Passed one chamber or more, but no longer active 

in current session
-1.4 49 245

New Hampshire Dems control both houses 0 4 249

Pennsylvania Republicans control both houses w/ small margins 0 20 269

Wisconsin Republican control both houses with large margins 0 10 279
Ohio

Some progress this session but not highly likely
+3 18

Arizona +5 11

Remaining 25 states Bills introduced in some states but very unlikely Average +12.2 230

*Measures the degree of support of states and districts for Dem or GOP candidates (negative values indicating more supportive of Democrats.). ** This average does not include DC. 


